Updated November 12, 2009
By Purchasing this license, you are purchasing the right to use my "Insert Product Name"
commercially.
This TOU is in reference to small in home businesses. It does not cover those who would use this in a
large business setting. If you are looking to use this for that type of use, please contact me for
additional licensing fee.
-You may create layouts for others and sell the final flattened image.
-You may use this product for making greeting cards, wrappers, calendars, etc as long as it is for small
home
based business purposes.
No credit is required, but it is appreciated, if you do credit to "Insert Product Name" designed and ©
by Heather Manning.
This license allows you to use my "Insert Product Name" as follows:
-You are allowed to use this kit to create papers and/or elements for your digital scrapbook kits.
-You are allowed to alter the product if needed but just know that enlarging is not recommended as you
will
lose quality and the results will be poor. Scaling them DOWN should have no effect on the resolution.
-You cannot use this product by itself to create an "element pack" by just recoloring and repackaging.
To use in an element
pack, you must have worked this product into your own design.
For Fonts & Doodles - Do not take the font and make it into PNGs without changing it. That would be
the same as selling the font or Doodle. You must make changes, such as use it in word art, create an
alpha (that is not structurally the same as the font, add color, textures, make an element, etc.) Do not
repackage the font and put it on a font sharing site or redistribute it in way. If you have not received
this from a store that Heather Manning sells in, you have received this font illegally. (You can always
find my list of stores on my blog - http://digiscrapping.net/blog.)
Any distribution, sharing or selling of the kit themselves or of the commercial license is not allowed as
these are
copyrighted images and would be illegal to do so.
If you have any other questions or comments please contact me at heather1974@gmail.com
Heather Manning
http://digiscrapping.net

